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Abstract
Since the Turkish government’s recent turn to authoritarianism, tens of thousands of
public dissidents and government critics have been subjected to dismissals and revocation of
civic rights via emergency decrees. The victims call this process ‘civil death’. We aim to
understand the logic behind this form of punishment in Turkey by examining the differential
genealogy of civil death in the work of Hannah Arendt, Bertrand Ogilvie, Giorgio Agamben,
and Achille Mbembe. We demonstrate that a later form of civil death was used by totalitarian
regimes in a process leading to the reduction of targeted individuals as ‘superfluous’ and as
‘living corpses’ in concentration camps. In these contexts, death became an instrument of
biopolitical and necropolitical powers. We propose that although contemporary punishment of
public dissidents in Turkey shares some similarities with these forms of civil death, it may more
fittingly be identified as civic death. We argue that while civil death is based on the classical
political right of the sovereign to ‘make die’ after first reducing targeted individuals to little
more than living corpses, civic death is linked to the power of the sovereign to ‘let die’ through
the exclusion of public dissidents from economic, social, and political life.
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Introduction
With the AKP (Justice and Development Party) government’s increasing turn towards
authoritarianism in the mid-2010s, tens of thousands of dissenting citizens have been punished
by being deprived of their economic, social, and political rights, a process they call ‘civil death’.
Using extraordinary government decrees made possible by the declaration of a state of
emergency immediately after the 15 July 2016 coup attempt, more than 50,000 people were
placed in pre-trial detention; over 130,000 people2 99,64 per cent of whom had never before
been investigated,3 were removed and banned from public-sector employment and speech for
life; 446,000 people were placed under indictment, initiating more than 100,000 investigations
and 48,000 lawsuits which are still ongoing; media outlets, newspapers, journals, television and
radio channels, and hundreds of nongovernmental organizations were closed4. In effect, the
government has used all means at its disposal to facilitate the arrest and punishment of
opposition groups, parties, and politicians, journalists, writers, media workers, and academics.
Six months before the coup attempt a public debate on ‘civil death’ (medeni ölüm or sivil
ölüm) had already begun when a newspaper journalist renowned for his government support
used his column to advise government implementation of what he called ‘civil death
mechanisms prevalent in the West’ to punish a group of dissenting academics who had signed
a peace petition. By ‘civil death’, the journalist meant that the academics should be dismissed
from their academic posts, never again allowed to work, and barred for life from all media
access to the public sphere.5
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After the coup attempt, this form of so-called civil death became a template for
punishment of government-targeted citizens under the state of emergency, applied en masse to
thousands of public- and private sector employees via government decrees. Dismissals in both
sectors gives us clues about the increasing power of the state in the private business,
universities, institutions, and companies. Affected citizens were dismissed on allegations of
being members of the Gülenist community or as the government calls it, Fethullah Terrorist
Organization (FETÖ) or for having undermined the national security of the state. None was
afforded procedural rights or presented with evidence to justify the allegations and dismissals,
and no official charges were made. Unlike simple layoffs, the decrees barred their targets from
public-sector employment for life, from publication in certain journals and media, from access
to public speech, and, through passport confiscation, from international travel.6 Strikingly, upon
cancellation of the state of emergency and instatement of the new presidential system of
government in 2017, the decrees were perpetuated, rendering the persecuted as KHK'lı (Kanun
Hükmünde Kararnameli), those dismissed by means of an emergency decree and subjected to
what is widely termed in Turkish ‘civil death’.7 Consigned to a state of outlawry, excluded from
benefit and protection of the law, and placed under bans and restrictions, the KHK'lı suddenly
found themselves isolated from the rest of society, excluded from economic opportunity,
ineligible for social benefits, and deprived of their political right to visibility in the public realm.
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To be unable to work for years; unable to work in any kind of a job
even if you wanted; unable to think of working in a university abroad
because of the passport ban; unable to use your scholarship because you
cannot go abroad; unable to enter the door of the institution you worked
at for more than thirty years; unable to go to academic meetings; unable
to publish your articles; to have every door you knock on be slammed
shut in your face; needing in fact to grow skin like the bark of a tree;
needing to become insensitive, indifferent, accustomed to being one of
the living dead… For an academician this, in short, is civil death.8
But more than outlaws, this process produced Turkish citizens as ‘disposable waste.’ In
his seminal work L’Homme jetable, Essai sur l’exterminisme et la violence extrême, French
philosopher Bertrand Ogilvie suggests that the contemporary political order is based on an
‘indirect logic of extermination’9 which allows governments to abandon their surplus
population to their own fate. Considered as absolute others, such ‘disposable people’ cannot
function as part of the economic and public sphere and so are explicitly called in Latin America
población chatarra (junk populations), Ogilvie’s l’homme jetable (disposable man).10
According to Ogilvie, the contemporary neoliberal market’s logic produces indirectly excluded
people and communities, for example via executions of children in the street by police or drag
sellers in Brazil in so called operations of ‘social cleansing’11 or organ, sang or child adoption
and trafficking12. The dismissed in Turkey are also viewed as a junk population. Once they have
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been publicly blacklisted and removed from the economic, social, and political spheres via
government dismissal decrees, the KHK'lı are to be thrown away.13 In response to public
outcries concerning the KHK'lı’s lack of access to livelihood, a provincial head of the governing
party AKP was reported to have said of them, ‘Let them eat tree roots’.14 Echoing the words
of the convicted 1980 military coup leader Kenan Evren on the sentencing to death by hanging
of a 17-year-old dissident youth activist, Erdal Eren—‘Should we feed him rather than hang
him?’—President Erdoğan mused rhetorically of the KHK'lı’s betrayal of the nation, ‘Should
the state feed them?’15 Jettisoned outside the national fold, the KHK'lı were no longer the
concern of the state.
To distinguish the recent Turkish dismissals from other examples of civil death in
totalitarian regimes, we propose to shift the term ever so slightly but significantly to ‘civic
death’ so as to better capture the systematic diminution of the living to economic, social, and
political death and their consideration as disposable persons. Civil death indicates the extinction
of citizens’ civil rights by their state. Today this status is widely used as a legal instrument in
the incarceration systems in the US for the punishment of convicted felons, Guantanamo Bay
detention camp being a notable example. While the American deployment of civil death as
punishment applicable to US citizens convicted of felony crimes has the look of juridical status,
on closer examination, felons are to ‘be disenfranchised, lose the right to hold federal or state
office, be barred from entering certain professions, be subject to impeachment when testifying
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as a witness, be disqualified from serving as a juror, and may be subject to divorce’.16 The US
example, described in the literature as neo- civil death and new civil death ,17 differs from the
current Turkish case in which public dissidents have been subjected to civic death status via
state of emergency decrees.
Following Étienne Balibar’s analysis of disobedience which distinguishes civic
disobedience as the political initiative of a collective citizenry against authority and civil
disobedience as an individual objection of conscience,18 we use the term ‘civic’ because of its
utility in indexing the political notion of citizenship, in Latin, civitas. The term ‘civic death’
thus indicates a deprivation of juridical and civic rights whereby the accent is on expulsion
outside the political realm. It is with the aim of highlighting the political aspect of this status
that we propose the term ‘civic death’.
In civic death status, the aim of the sovereign differs from the aim of the sovereign that
uses civil death status. Contemporary states often do not need to kill their political opponents
and dissidents outright; frequently they need only to ban them from the public sphere, render
their deeds and words invisible, diminish them economically, socially, and politically.
Significantly, such sovereigns do not view political opponents, public dissidents, and social
others as citizens entitled to full civic rights and so force them to live in dire economic and
social conditions and in extreme isolation from the rest of the polity. The KHK'lı are an example
of the use of civic death status in which the Turkish state lets them die in their newly ostracized
and deprived conditions.

Gabriel Jackson Chin, ‘The New Civic Death: Rethinking Punishment in the Era of Mass Conviction’,
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While civil and civic death statuses are both utilized in a politics of death, the power over
death that sovereigns deploying each status claim a right to differs. As a form of juridical
dispossession of citizens’ rights, civil death status is based primarily on the classical idea of the
state according to which the sovereign has the right to kill and to decide who will live and who
die. Civic death status, on the other hand, is linked to a modern political strategy based on the
idea of the state according to which the sovereign doesn’t need to claim the right to commit
murder in order to rule, but can merely isolate undesirables from society and all means of
sustenance by reducing them to outlaws or disposable people. Whereas in civil death the
sovereign makes die, in civic death the sovereign lets die.
A Genealogy of Civil Death through Juridical Destruction, Ethical Ruin, and Destruction
of Human Dignity
The modern-day practices of civil death can be traced from their historical origins in the
legal categories of infamy in ancient Greece and sacer in ancient Rome,19 where they denoted
criminal disenfranchisement and punishment by outlawry or death which ‘causes a permanent
stain or mark on one’s name.’20 In English and American common law, these categories were
reflected in the act of attainder or civiliter mortuus (civil death),21 an extinction of the civil
rights of a person who ‘is disqualified from being witness, can bring no action, nor perform any
legal function; he is in short regarded as dead in law’.22 Having lost social and marital status,
the right to possession of property and estate, the right to sue, in effect all public rights, those
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affected are considered legally dead. Such juridical death, whether a precursor to execution or
banishment, was referred to as a person’s ‘destruction’.23
While these earlier forms of civil death functioned as legal categories applicable to
convicted felons, more recent forms of civil death have outgrown the traditional penal
institution. The unique feature of recent versions of civil death entails groups of people who are
considered as being dead to the law without having been convicted of individual crimes. But in
contrast to classical modes of civil death where legal rendition was required in order to punish
serious crimes, in its later modes, civil death status may be conferred without there being any
need for conviction of a crime. Thus, although the 20th century saw the abolition of civil death
as a legal instrument in Euro-America and had prior to World War II been considered to be
‘outworn as a mode of punishment’,24 it has in fact remained as a political method to suppress
opponents, minorities, and the underclasses by extinction of their civil rights. Thus, an extreme
version of civil death status was used in the Third Reich’s Denaturalization Law of 1933 and
the Nuremburg Laws of 1935, which deprived Jews and other state targets of citizenship,
ultimately leading to the Final Solution, a totalitarian violence that marks the historical shift to
biopolitical and necropolitical power. A comparison of the status of the KHK'lı in Turkey and
of Jews under the Nazi regime is useful in that neither have been convicted of individual crimes.
In the interwar period, totalitarian regimes disenfranchised millions of their legal rights via
recourse to the status of civil death which led to the ultimate transformation of citizens into
‘living corpses’25 in concentration and extermination camps through the logic of ‘make die’.
Hannah Arendt’s granular analysis of autocratic, dictatorial, and totalitarian regimes and
their modes of governance demonstrates in minute detail how human dignity was destroyed

Chin, ‘New Civil death’.
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little by little until people had been transformed into living corpses.26 Her schema allows us to
assess which aspects of civil death are replicated in the Turkish case and which not. According
to Arendt’s explication in The Origins of Totalitarianism, the liquidation in totalitarianism of
human dignity and its spontaneous capacity to act in the public sphere occurred in three phases.
The deprivation of rights and the juridical destruction of the individual was the first step in the
production of living corpses.
The destruction of a man’s rights, the killing of the juridical person in
him, is a prerequisite for dominating him entirely. And this applies not
only to special categories such as criminals, political opponents, Jews,
homosexuals, on whom the early experiments were made, but to every
inhabitant of a totalitarian state. Free consent is as much an obstacle to
total domination as free opposition. The arbitrary arrest which chooses
among innocent people destroys the validity of free consent, just as
torture–as distinguished from death–destroys the possibility of
opposition.27
Such arbitrary persecution contains within it the potential to target new people or
communities outside the normal judicial procedures and convert them to political adversaries.
What is striking in this first phase is not only that it signifies a loss of citizenship and its
attendant rights, but also an end to the possibility of living as equals together with other citizens;
the loss, then, of a polity. In other words, the first phase entails the closing down of the
possibility of leading a political life in relation to others. Although Arendt never used the term
‘civil death’, this first phase may be defined as such in that it is broadly defined by a loss of
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civil rights in a process of denaturalization. Uniquely, this first step of civil death cannot be
separated from the ultimate goal of totalitarian systems for total domination.
A more detailed analyses of this deprivation of rights is to be seen in Arendt’s scepticism
concerning human rights more broadly, indissociable from this first phase in the production of
living corpses. Despite being notionally universalized to everyone, the modern concept of
inalienable human rights has consistently failed to prevent the production of outlawed and
stateless peoples, most notably during the two World Wars. The enrolment of human rights as
national rights under the control of governments facilitated the targeting of certain citizens and
the exclusion of them from the public realm. For this reason, Arendt proposes instead the more
fundamental ‘right to have rights,’28 by which she means the political claim of those exiled
from the public realm who must otherwise confront an impossible future without any promises.
The loss such stateless outlaws face is ‘not the loss of specific rights, then, but the loss of a
community willing and able to guarantee any rights whatsoever’.29
This first Arendtian phase of the suspension of rights, banishment outside the community,
and the legal destruction of the individual is applicable in the Turkish case of the KHK'lı. Tens
of thousands of dissident citizens have been forbidden from public-sector employment for life
by extraordinary government decrees without notice. Meanwhile even the State of Emergency
Inquiry Commission (OHAL Commission) was established by the government to inquiry the
objections of dismissals on 23 January 2017, Human Rights Joint Platform report says that it
is not an effective legal path for purged people and commission’s main aim is to delay

Hannah Arendt, Origins, 296. For an interpretation of Arendt’s ‘right have to rights’, see Claude Lefort,
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310; Étienne Balibar, La proposition d’égaliberté (Paris: PUF, 2010); Ayten Gündoğdu, Rightless in An Age of
Rights (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015); and Justine Lacroix, ‘Droits de l’homme et politique, 1980–
2012’, La vie des idées, September 11, 2012,
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dismissals’ application to ECtHR30 After cancellation of state of emergency, violation of the

right to presumption of innocence31, considered part of the state of exception, became
permanent.
In addition to permanent discharge from the public sector, the names of those dismissed
were published in the newspapers, constituting a government-backed blacklist. Additional
security clearances and archival background checks carried out by the Turkish National
Intelligence Service and/or the Security General Directorate32 before appointment became a
requirement for public-sector hiring, a procedure now being followed in the private sector, in
particular at private hospitals and universities.33 Such security checks have detrimental effects
on the family members of the dismissed. A recent report on the impact of the past two years
under state of emergency laws suggest that after the coup attempt, ‘more than 250,000 citizen
have been directly affected and more than 1,500,000 people have been victimized simple for
being family members [of the accused]’.34 While not technically stateless, those dismissed have
been severed from their economic, social, and political rights and expelled outside society as
‘outlaws’.
In the second phase of the liquidation of human dignity, Arendt notes that those targeted
are ethically destroyed in that totalitarian regimes interrupt the traditional moral distinction

Kerem Altıparmak, ‘Is the State Of Emergency Inquiry Commission, Established By Emergency Decree 685,
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between persecutor and persecuted, murderer and victim.35 The destruction of the moral person
in this phase represents an attack on human conscience because the decisions made by the
persecuted are always equivocal. ‘The alternative is no longer between good and evil, but
between murder and murder. Who could solve the moral dilemma of the Greek mother, who
was allowed by the Nazis to choose which of her three children should be killed?’36 In
totalitarian regimes, the usual valence of death in its individuality is converted to anonymity,37
thereby destroying the ability to accomplish a morally human life.
While this second Arendtian phase as ethical ruin particularly in the gas chambers is
applicable neither in kind nor extent to the Turkish case of the KHK'lı, those targeted do face
ethico-political dilemmas of a different order. Since 2008, Turkish law contains an active
remorse clause that allows the perpetrator of certain criminal acts to obtain a reduced sentence
or release if they show remorse for their wrongdoing, provide new information about their
criminal organization, or request nomination as a state ‘secret witness’. In exchange for their
own release, many of those persecuted by government decrees have become secret witnesses
for the state.38 This has resulted in the arrest and detention of others, most famously the
evangelical American pastor, Andrew Craig Brunson, whose imprisonment caused a diplomatic
conflict between Turkey and the United States.39 Imprisoned in October 2016 on terror and
espionage charges during the post-coup attempt purges, Brunson was released one and a half
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years later when several of the secret witnesses for the prosecution retracted their previous
statements. Given the choice of imprisonment or submitting to destruction of themselves as
ethical humans by turning secret state witness, those dismissed and persecuted are forced
to decide between civic death and political collaboration in state processes of civic death in
their home country or illegal escape into geographical exile.
The third and final phase of the totalitarian production of living corpses, not applicable
in the Turkish case of the KHK'lı, entails the total destruction of individuality and human
dignity. Arendt emphasizes that in this phase, the human being is psychologically annihilated,
signifying the ruination of a person’s unique identity. ‘Actually, the experience of the
concentration camps does show that human beings can be transformed into specimens of the
human animal’.40 Following the destruction of juridical and moral persons through the
abnegation of civil rights and ethical norms, totalitarian regimes destroyed the person as an
individual, thereby producing living corpses in the concentration camps. These were
exemplified most disturbingly in the Muselmann prisoners of the Nazi camps, people who had
reached the point of starvation, emaciation, and weakness and had resigned themselves to their
impending death. In his memoir If This Is a Man, Primo Levi describes the ‘Muselmann’41 as
persons who were no longer a part of humanity,42 not even a part of camp life, forgotten there
as living corpses waiting for death in their absolute desolation. Arendt stresses the
unprecedented impact on politics made by totalitarianism’s production of living corpses:
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‘Apparently nobody wants to know that contemporary history created a new kind of human
beings – the kind that are put into concentration camps by their foes and internment camps by
their friends’.43 This new kind of human being could no longer be understood in terms of
classical political and ethical dilemmas because it had been marked by a ‘banality of evil’.44 A
precursor to the ultimate reduction of individuals to living corpses in concentration camps, civil
death status alone could not produce such extremity.
Civic Death and Biopolitical Power
In Homo Sacer, Giorgio Agamben details the impact of totalitarian regimes on our
contemporary understanding of politics by reading Arendt’s work against Michel Foucault’s
conception of modern biopolitical forms of governmentality.45 Foucault argued that in contrast
to sovereign power which exercised a right over life and death (let live and make die), modern
power exercised a right over the well-being of its population through the logics of biopower
(make live and let die). Agamben viewed the totalitarian process as the triumph of an absolute
biopolitics wherein life was stripped of all political standing and wholly reduced to what he
termed ‘pure’ or ‘bare life’.46 In totalitarian regimes, the biological, the legal, and the political
became indistinguishable.47 Rather than being ‘outside the normal juridical order’,
concentration camps were in fact absolute biopolitical spaces in which a permanent ‘state of
exception’ was realized.48 The law in these regimes systematically fed this biopolitical order
and vice versa and as a result, totalitarian systems ruled in a state of exception in which
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‘everything is possible’.49 Agamben argues that since the advent of totalitarian states in the mid20th century, a return to a traditional politics based on the distinction between biological life
and the political and juridical realms is impossible and this biopolitical ethos of sovereignty
remains relevant today.
In the Turkish case, although public discourse and debate on the recent form of civic
death (called ‘civil death’ in Turkey) is new, state governance has a long tradition of a different
order of rights violations which may be described in starkly biopolitical terms. Since its
foundation, Armenians, Jews, Kurds, Alevis, non-Sunnis, ethnic and religious minorities and
leftists have been systematically persecuted and have faced various levels of coercion and
biopolitical violence, including arrest, detention, abduction, forced labour, forced displacement,
disappearance, torture, assassination, and unsolved murder.50 The reduction of dissenting or
minority Turkish citizens to civil death status via state use of biopolitical violence and states of
exception is not new.
The two most recent states of emergency—the first declared in 1987 in 13 of Turkey’s
Kurdish provinces, sustained over one and a half decades until 200251 and the second declared
from July 2016 to July 2018—were built on society-wide rights violations that were
systematized and institutionalized after the 1980 military coup.52 In the 1990s, ongoing military
operations in Kurdish areas, disappearances, torture, and forced displacement of civilians;53 in
1993, the Sivas Massacre of 35 people in an attack against Alevi intellectuals by Sunni locals54;
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in 2000, Operation Return to Life involved the storming of 48 prisons by 10,000 Turkish
soldiers to end the hunger strike of hundreds of political prisoners, killing 32 and wounding
hundreds;55 in 2013, the disproportionate use of police force against peaceful Gezi Park
protesters led to eight deaths, over 10,000 injuries and more than 3,000 arrests;56 between 2007
and 2015, state security apparatuses and the law were mobilized to carry out several anti-terror
operations targeting more than ten thousand dissenting Kurdish and Alevi youth. 57 These are
only a few among many examples of how sovereign power in Turkey utilized biopolitical
strategies of civil death under state of emergency rule.
In contrast, the recent dismissals by government decree aim to render those targeted as
social outlaws and disposable waste. While the decree targets groups, the decree’s effects are
individual and therefore multiple: one loses a fellowship abroad, one becomes desperate to find
new job, another tries to leave the country via illegal routes, one contemplates suicide, another
kills himself. A dismissed academic described his subjection to civic death on his Twitter
account and was arrested a few days later.
I am a Doctor of Law dismissed by government decree. I am forbidden
from publishing my articles in journals and from participating in
scientific conferences. Forbidden from working in the public sector.
Forbidden from working at private universities. Forbidden to practice
as a lawyer. Forbidden from becoming a graduate student at Ankara
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University. Forbidden from having a passport and from leaving the
country.58
Three months after his dismissal, a PhD candidate studying law was taken into custody
for five days, his computer and electronic devices seized and its contents – his PhD research –
never returned to him. Because of this, he was unable to complete the final stages of his PhD
and was in danger of losing his status as a doctoral student. Given that law practice in Turkey
is exclusively in the public sector, he could not subsequently not find a job as a lawyer. His
passport was cancelled and he was unable to leave the country.
The fact that the effects of dismissal are not the same for everyone, that they are
individual, has important implications for our understanding of the present punishment of
dissidents in Turkey. Unlike simple dismissals, layoffs, legal misconducts, rights violations,
or ‘misuse of anti-terror legislation’, 59 such persecution indicates a sovereign strategy
designed to exclude those targeted from the public sphere and to restrain their visibility in
political spaces. For this reason, this form of punishment may be better called ‘civic’ rather
than ‘civil death’: the sovereign’s aim is not to kill them; instead the victims’ sociopolitical
existence has been purposefully annihilated in order to demean them and degrade their life
condition. Although they retain the right to vote, they are no longer considered ordinar y
citizens. Indeed, they are not even considered second-class citizens, but rather as ‘the
dismissed’, KHK'lı who do not deserve to live as others and so are left to their own devices
to struggle against their degradation. 60
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In this form of punishment, it is how the sovereign manages its power over life and
death that matters. In his analysis of biopolitical power, Ogilvie highlights the Foucauldian
shift from a rationality of ‘make die and let live’ to ‘make live and let die’ in the contemporary
world.61 The sovereign, he argues, does not need to exercise his right to kill in order to govern
and give shape to society. Reading contemporary society through Arendt’s analysis of
totalitarianism, Ogilvie argues that in addition to the production of superfluous, outlaw
populations, all discourses that draw our attention to them are also rendered superfluous. 62 In
the Turkish case, dismissed academics engaging with critical discourses are rendered doubly
disposable because their work is also targeted. The purpose of this operation is to obviate the
possibility of involvement in the development and reproduction of the public sphere.
Subjugation of Life by the Power of Death
What is appealing to the sovereign in this civic death/let die genre of punishment of
dissidents is its potential to prove both detrimental and fatal.63 Indeed, the institutionalization
in Turkey of this mode of governance is designed to be both frightening and deadly. In a country
where torture and death have been banalized, those desperate to find a way out must make
perilous choices between remaining in Turkey under conditions of civic death and threat of
arbitrary detention and torture, dangerous escape into exile, or death by suicide. In an attempt
to flee the country, a family of five—two dismissed teachers and their three children aged 7,
10, and 13—drowned in the Aegean Sea.64 Dismissed by government decree, indicted for their
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alleged support of Gülen community, facing property confiscation and a warrant for their arrest,
unable to pay for passage by human traffickers, the family decided to risk flight to Greece by
renting a boat. The boat sank and the family’s corpses were found washed up on Lesbos beach.
Detained on charges of terrorism after the 2016 coup attempt, 42-year-old history teacher
Gökhan Açıkkollu65 died while still incarcerated after 13 days in custody. Dr Şebnem Korur
Fincancı, forensic expert and head of the Human Rights Foundation of Turkey, stated in her
report that the cause of death was cardiac arrest as a result of torture.66 Upon his death, his
family was informed that he could only be buried in a hastily dug Traitors’ Cemetery created
for alleged supporters of Gülen without religious rites. One and half years later, Açıkkollu was
found posthumously innocent of membership in Gülen community and the Ministry of
Education reinstated his office as teacher. After being dismissed from Çukurova University and
systematically denied academic positions elsewhere, Academics for Peace signatory Mehmet
Fatih Traş chose to end his own life.67
Going far beyond the violation of legal rights, these examples of drowning, death by
torture, and suicide raise harrowing questions regarding the relationship of life to death in
contemporary modes of Turkish governance. In his article ‘Necropolitics’, Achille Mbembe
criticizes Agamben’s analysis of biopolitics and its failure to explain the subjugation of life to
death in post-colonial contexts.68 In place of the notion of biopolitics, he proposes the term
‘necropolitics’ to denote forms of power in the contemporary world that exert ‘maximum
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destruction of persons’ with heavy weaponry and reduce vast populations to a form of social
existence as the ‘living dead’.69 Classical forms of warfare between two armies has ended.
Today’s wars are conducted by regular armies alongside ‘war machines’, polymorphous
conglomerations of private armies, urban militias, and mercenaries, all of whom target
civilians.70 In necropolitics, the sovereign has at his command the right to kill at any time
without legal restriction, producing stateless people, mass expulsions, post-colonial African
states, and the ‘contemporary colonial occupation of Palestine’.71
Political scientist Banu Bargu’s leveraging of Mbembe’s notion of necropower in the
context of rights violations in the Kurdish regions of Turkey provides us with yet another
technique for the reduction of life to death.72 Bargu uses the term ‘necropolitical violence’ to
refer to the ‘mutilation, dismemberment, denuding, desecration, dragging, and public display’73
of the corpses of those killed in the ongoing armed conflict between the Turkish state and
Kurdish guerrillas, the desecration of their cemeteries and graves, interruption or suspension of
funerals, dispersion of funeral processions, mass graving, and such. She argues that the aim of
this form of necropower is not to produce living dead as Mbembe would have it. The aim of
necropolitical violence is to dishonour and punish the living through ‘the utilization of the dead
as postmortem objects and sites of violence’.74 The point of this form of necropower is to
subjugate the living by targeting the dead.
Used as a potent symbolic instrument of necropolitical violence, the bodies of Kurdish
militants killed in the ‘dirty war’75 of the 1990s and after often disappeared or were not returned
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to the families.76 Bargu suggests that such persecution goes beyond the usual rendering of the
enemy as ‘alien’ as in traditional warfare in which each side may respect the other’s dead
bodies, and instead deploys a logic of the ‘absolutization of enmity’.77 Such an ‘other’
necropolitics that specifically targets dead corpses is so powerful that coming to terms with it
is central to any future reconciliation between Kurds and Turks.78
While such practices of necropolitical violence described by Bargu endure in the postcoup attempt era – the Presidency of Religious Affairs quickly issued a directive suspending
funeral rites for those behind the failed military coup of 2916, who were to be buried in the
Traitors’ Cemetery – the question is whether such practices reflect civil or civic death. In
contrast to the many forms of biopolitical and/or necropolitical violence in Turkey based on a
strategy of civic death which turn dissidents into the living dead, contemporary forms of
dissident suppression are based on a strategy of civic death that systematically subjugates living
KHK'lı to economic, social, and political death. Governments in Turkey have been using
necropolitical political violence for a long time. At the moment the government does not need
to rely on necropolitics in order to have a hegemony on the field of knowledge production or
other government employees. Instead, they punish dissidents in universities, schools, and
jurisdiction with the mechanism of civic death. Thus the sovereign force them to live in dire
condition or in exile in their home country and consider them as surplus, waste, or already dead.
Rendering targeted dissidents as both the enemy and as little more than disposable waste, we
argue that the logic of civic death as a way of punishing dissidents constitutes a distinctive
necropolitical mode of the new authoritarianism. Unlike the necropolitical violent use of dead
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bodies to discipline the living, civic death practices aim to destroy the economic, social, and
political conditions that sustain the living. As a result, Turkey uses multiple forms of violence
in disciplining and punishing its dissidents such as ‘civil’ or civic death according to biopolitical
and/or necropolitical mode of government.
Conclusion
Studies of the ongoing social, economic, and political transformations in the post-2002
AKP era have noted that the rise of authoritarianism in Turkey is historically grounded in the
paradigm of the exceptional state which has long used bio- and necropower strategies.79 The
use of civil death status as a strategy of governance is to be seen in Turkey’s long history of
execution, persecution, coercion, forced arbitrary detention, and other technologies of extreme
violence. In these historical examples, the strategy of sovereign power is based on the logics of
make die. In contemporary Turkey a very different political strategy, one that we call civic
death, is now being deployed based on the logics of let die. Fundamental changes occurring in
the political and judicial systems make possible dismissals by government decree in order to
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punish dissidents by banishing them from the public sphere, consigning them to outlawry, and
transforming them into disposable persons.
From periods of ‘total domination’ to today’s ‘war on terror’, modern life has repeatedly
been subjugated by the power of death in both its civil and civic forms. The challenging political
configurations of post-totalitarianism, postcolonialism, the rise of the far right, nationalist
revanchism, populism, the various contemporary crises of neoliberalism, globalization,
democracy, human rights, and freedom of movement all deploy these mixed modes of modern
bio- and necropower.80
As we have seen in the case of the KHK'lı of Turkey, new authoritarianisms use the
ancient power of civil death to extinguish civil rights and then convert it to new instruments of
biopolitical and necropolitical power. Theorists of these new authoritarianisms suggest that
contemporary political institutions legitimize and open the door to authoritarian forms of rule
precisely because they, too, rely on biopolitical and necropolitical modes and mechanisms of
power.81 Further study of the precise and multifarious forms of civil and civic death status into
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which the many excluded, exiled, and stateless peoples of the contemporary world repeatedly
fall may shed light on the mutual interaction of multiple contemporary bio- and necropolitical
strategies.82 The dismissed KHK'lı in Turkey reminds us that, as a sovereign strategy for
exerting power, the politics of death takes on various forms, including that of civil and civic
death. Combining, recombining, and shifting under the weight of historical time and politics,
its methods and modes of operation will be both specific and changeable.
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